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Introduction and Motivation
The Kalman filter provides the optimal resolution of the problem of data assimilation under the hypothesis that the system observables evolve according to linear maps, are linearly related to the true variables and that the noise acting on the true dynamics and the measurement errors are mutually uncorrelated and Gaussian.
Two main limitations restrict the performance of the Kalman filter:
• the nonlinearity of the real system dynamics;
• the non-normality of the noises.
The first item has been addressed partly by using so-called "extended" Kalman filters that amount essentially to perform local linearizations [12] . Our purpose here is to address the second limitation and present the full solution of the Kalman filter when the noises are distributed according to stable Lévy laws as well as, more generally, according to arbitrary distributions with power law tails. Our motivation is twofold: (1) many systems in Nature are claimed to exhibit power law distributions and the present results may thus have direct application; (2) power laws present in a mathematical sense the other extreme case exhibiting "wild" intermittent fluctuations compared to the "mild" behavior of Gaussian probability distribution functions.
Several previous works have addressed related issues. Le Breton and Musiela's work [11] is closest to ours but has severe limitations: (i) it is based on a continuous time description of the dynamical and observation processes; (ii) it minimizes the difference between the true dynamics and a filtered observation in the L µ -norm sense where µ is the index exponent of the Lévy distributions; in other words it relies on an explicit solution of the dynamics; in this way, Le Breton and Musiela circumvent the two delicate questions of generalizing the covariance matrix and of choosing the objective function to optimize; (iii) it does not really address the genuine Kalman problem which consists in mixing forecasts and observations. Recently, Ahn and Feldman [2] have proposed a filter for the case where the signal is Gaussian while the observation noise is a Lévy process. Their filter is optimal in the sense of minimizing the L 2 error, i.e. the distance between the signal and the filter output. This choice of the L 2 is realizable in their case because the signal is assumed Gaussian and the integrability assumption is thus satisfied. The problem however is that the optimal filter will depend in general upon the choice of the norm that measures the prediction error. In addition, due to the rather intractable nonlinear recursive solution they obtain, they propose a sub-optimal filter for numerical purpose.
Our approach is more general. It is based on the concept of a "tail-covariance" matrix that generalizes the standard covariance matrix of the analyzed signal to the case of power laws and Lévy distributions. Tail-covariance matrices are constructed as the matrices of scale factors (defined as the global amplitudes of the power law tails) of the distribution of all the products of the system and forecasted variables. The main idea is thus to replace the characterization of errors and of correlations by the ensemble of distributions of the products of all possible pairs of variables. Rather than the knowledge of the second centered moments such as variances and covariances, heavy tail distributions call for a characterization of the full distributions. This is the central concept proposed here. Our approach thus replaces a reasoning based on the second centered moments into one based on the tails of the distribution of deviations from true values. It is shown that the natural error amplitude to be minimized is the trace of the tail-covariance, which is a straightforward extension of the standard approach which determines the Kalman filter by minimizing the average errors quantified by the trace of the covariance matrix of the analyzed signal.
The paper is constructed in a pedagogical manner, from the simple univariate filter problem to the full multivariate Kalman filter. In section 2, we formulate the problem for the univariate filter with power law noises, corresponding to the situation where only novel observations are assimilated without mixing with a dynamical forecast. A detailed discussion is offered to compare the power law case with the standard Gaussian case. In section 3, we generalize this problem to the case of multivariate estimators. In section 4, we address the Kalman problem of mixing both forecasts and observations with power law and Lévy law errors and develop our general solution. The special univariate case is studied in great details to contrast the performances of the Kalman-Lévy with those of the standard Kalman-Gaussian filter.
Univariate estimator: Principle of Estimation with Power Laws 2.1 Formulation of the Problem
Take two samples x f and x o of an observable state variable x; the superscripts {·} f,o correspond to forecast and observation of the data assimilation system, respectively. The two samples are contaminated by independent noise ω f and ω o . The estimatex of x is sought as a linear combination of x o and x f with the corresponding weights K f and K ô
One of our main goals is to determine the optimal weights so as to minimize the resulting uncertainty ofx. We make two assumptions concerning samples in this study. The first assumption that the two samples are unbiased
where z is the expectation of z. Expectation of the state variable x is not known as priori. By requiring further that the estimate should be unbiased x = x , we obtain a relation between the two weights K f + K o = 1 which allows to rewrite (1) aŝ
and therefore reduces the problem to determination of a single unknown K o . This expression (3) can be interpreted as a filtering of the observed data x o into the dynamical forecast x f by a weighted increment K o (x o − x f ). The second assumption is that both sample errors,
are distributed according to a power law as defined in Appendix A, or according to a Lévy law as in Appendix B, with the same exponent µ f,o ≡ µ. The important property for our purpose is that the tail of the probability density functions of the two sample errors are independent and given by
where the subscript {·} ± reflects that the tail distribution can be asymmetric depending on the sign of ω f,o . In this study, we focus on the symmetric case, i.e., C f,o ± ≡ C f,o . The family of power laws is characterized by two parameters, the exponent µ and the 'scale factor' C. The exponent µ, on one hand, controls the decay rate of the probability as well as its scaling (or self-similar) properties, i.e., in the case of identical scale factors
The scale factor C, on the other hand, controls the overall amplitude of the power law tail, i.e., the larger it is, the more important is the power law tail. More precisely, if the power law tail (5) holds for ω larger than some minimum value ω f,o min , the weight in probability of the power law, i.e. the probability that ω is larger than ω
As shown in Appendix B in the case of Lévy laws, the scale parameter fully characterizes the distribution for all variations (and not only in the tail).
Notice that (5) can be rewritten in terms of the dimensionless variable ω/C 1 µ with the superscripts dropped for simplicity in presentation
showing that C 1 µ is the characteristic scale of the self-similar fluctuations of ω. For µ ≤ 2 (resp. µ ≤ 1), the variance (resp. mean) is not defined mathematically. We shall see the effect of the limitation on µ throughout this study.
Using the calculation rules on power laws recalled in Appendix A, we find that the distribution ofx is also a power law (5) with the same exponent µ, but with an adjusted scale factorĈ given byĈ
This can be reduced to the usual result for the Gaussian distribution [5] 
by setting the exponent µ = 2 and replacing the scale factors C f,o with (σ f,o ) 2 . We thus see that the scale parameter C is the generalization of the variance σ 2 (see Appendices A and B for more formal derivations of this fact).
Solution
The standard optimal estimation methodology consists in minimizing the varianceσ 2 with respect to the weight factor K o . The solution for K o then gives the best weighting in the sense that we remain with the smallest uncertainty from the estimation with the novel data, by minimizing the expectation distance betweenx and x in the mean-square sense. In order to generalize this methodology to the situation where the errors are distributed according to power law distributions, we propose the following central idea, i.e., to minimize the scale factorĈ with respect to
The justification for this procedure is that the uncertainty in the estimationx of x is inescapably distributed according to a power law distribution with the same exponent µ as a result of the rules 1-2 derived in Appendix A. Consequently, the optimization using the weight K o can be performed only in one purpose, namely to decrease the global amplitude of the power law controlled byĈ but without distorting its shape defined by µ. The optimal weight K o as the solution to (10) depends on the value of the exponent µ as follows.
1. For µ > 1, the minimization ofĈ given by (8) with respect to K o gives
where
is the ratio of the characteristic error size of the two samples, as defined in the distribution (7). The resulting optimal scale factor is
where the superscript {·} a stands for analysis according to the data assimilation convention.
2. For µ < 1, there is no optimal solution for K o which is not on the boundaries of the search interval and that to minimizeĈ, because ∂ 2Ĉ /∂(K o ) 2 < 0 violates the second condition in (10) . Physically this implies that the fluctuations are so wild that the estimation by the weighted average is not a good strategy, and that only the measurement with the smallest scale factor should be kept for the estimation ofx
and therefore
Note that a similar solution applies when the two observations have different exponent µ: full weight K o = 0 or 1 should be put on the observation with the largest exponent, as it has the smallest fluctuations. This solves the general case as well. To make the problem interesting, in this paper, we consider all noise sources to have the same exponent µ, so that the problem is a "fight between scale-factors".
The following argument retrieves (14) . When neither the variance nor the mean exist, and when the minimization (10) of the scale factor becomes meaningless, the last natural quantity to estimate is the probability that the error remaining after assimilation is smaller than the error on the two measurements. Suppose that we have the knowledge that the errors in the second measurement are larger in probability than that of the first measurement, i.e. C o > C f . We then require the minimization of the probability P improvement that
Let us assume that ω f is found positive. Then, this probability is the same as the probability that
The probability for (16) to be verified is thus
where the factor 2 comes from the counting of the cases where ω f can be found negative. By taking the derivative of (18) with respect to K o , we obtain
which is always negative. Thus, the probability that the error is reduced is maximum for K o = 0, i.e. without assimilating the new observation. Intuitively, the power law tails with exponent µ < 1 are so "wild" that it is preferable to keep only the observation with the smallest scale factor. In the case where the errors in the second measurement are smaller in probability than that of the first measurement, i.e. C o < C f , we require the minimization of the probability
Let us assume that ω o is found positive. Then, this probability is the same as the probability that
The probability for (20) to be verified is thus
where the factor 2 comes from the counting of the cases where ω o can be found negative. By taking the derivative of (22) with respect to K o , we obtain
which is always positive. Thus, the probability that the error is reduced is maximum for K o = 1, i.e. with the assimilation of the new observation and the rejection of the first one. Again, the observation with the smaller scale factor is preferred and the other is rejected in this "wild tail" regime µ ≤ 1.
Properties of the "Lévy-estimator" solution
We now examine the fundamental properties of the optimal weight K o given by (11) which holds when the distributions of errors are pure Lévy laws as well as when they only exhibit a power law tail controlling the large variations. Figure 1 shows the influence of the tail exponent µ on the optimal weight K o as a function of the error ratio λ of the two measurements. As µ approaches 1, K o crosses over very sharply from one to zero when λ goes through 1, recovering the regime µ ≤ 1 given by (14) . For larger µ's, the transition of K o from 1 to 0 is smoother as λ varies. The result (11) for µ = 2 holds not only for the power law distribution itself with
2 but also for the Gaussian law distribution with the weight
where the superscript {·} G corresponds to the Gaussian, and
is the ratio of the characteristic error size according to the Gaussian law. Such K G minimizes the varianceσ 2 given by (9) . This is natural since the stable Lévy law with µ = 2 is nothing but the Gaussian law with the exact correspondence C f,o = (σ f,o ) 2 . Thus, the curve for µ = 2 in Figure 1 also applies for the Gaussian law with K o = K G and λ = λ G . The result (11) reflects the impact of the relative uncertainties in x f and x o that are quantified by a parameter depending on the ratio of characteristic error size λ
The weight K o also represents the normalized increment (x − x f ) added to the initial difference (x o − x f ) as seen from (3):
Figure 1 therefore can be interpreted as showing the normalized increment depending on the tail exponent µ, with the extreme casesx = x o at K o = 1 andx = x f at K o = 0 . At λ = 1 where x f and x o has the same uncertainty in terms of scale factor C f = C o (12), K o = 0.5 putsx at the exact center point between x f and x o for any µ. For λ < 1 (resp.λ > 1) where x o with scale factor C o is more (resp. less) accurate than x f with scale factor C f , the smaller the exponent µ is, the closerx is to the more accurate sample x o (resp. x f ). The estimation by the weight K o for the heavier tail distributions with µ < 2 therefore favors the accurate sample more strongly. Interestingly, this situation is reversed for power law tails with exponents µ > 2. This situation applies in particular to exponential distributions that are formally obtained as the limit µ → ∞.
Quality of Improvements: Lévy versus Gaussian estimators
Let us investigate the pros and cons of the solution (11) for K o as the optimal weight for power law tails in contrast to its Gaussian counterpart (24) giving K G . In this goal, we propose a specific example using the Student's distribution with µ degrees of freedom, whose density function [9] ,
is defined for −∞ < ω < +∞. The Student's distribution P µ (ω) has a bell-like shape like the Gaussian (and actually tends to the Gaussian in the limit µ → ∞). It is however a power law like (5) for large |ω| with a tail exponent equal to the number µ of degrees of freedom defining the Student's distribution, with a scale factor
The parameter s represents the typical width of the Student's distribution. The variance exists only for µ > 2 and is given by
We assume that the forecast (resp. observation) sample x f (resp. x o ) has an error ω f (resp. ω o ) distributed according to the student's distribution (27) with typical width s f (resp s o ) but with the same exponent µ. The Lévy weight K L given by (11) and the standard Gaussian weight K G given by (24) are represented by the same error ratio
It is worth recalling that K o , which we denote here K L , given by (11) is obtained so as to minimize the scale factor Cx given by (8) , while K G given by (24) minimizes the variance Varx expressed by (9) . The impact of the difference between these two weights can be quantified in several ways for µ > 2 where the variance exists. One measure is the corresponding variance Varx
where Var x as a function of λ for µ = 3: by construction, we verify that the variance of the total error is less with K G than with K o . This is expected since, by construction, K G minimizes the variance. However, the difference is small, less than 10%. Anyway, this measure would then suggest that the Gaussian filter is better.
However, for power law distributions of errors, the variance is well-known to be a rather poor representation of the variability, especially in the tail. It is thus interesting to compare the scale factors C L x and C Ĝ x obtained in the two schemes since they quantify the total weight of the power law tails. We determine the scale factors for the Lévy and Gaussian weights as another measure of the goodness of the filtering method: (8) . Figure 3 shows the scale factors C L x and C Ĝ x as a function of λ for µ = 3: the weight K L is now found to be better than the usual Gaussian weight K G , since a smaller scale factor implies smaller probabilities for large fluctuations. The improvement is however not very large, typically of the order of or less than 10%, i.e. of the same order as the difference between the variances (but in reverse ranking). These relatively small differences between the Gaussian and Lévy filtering procedures become enormous for the case µ < 2 discussed next.
The comparison between Figures 2 and 3 shows that one cannot achieve simultaneously the minimization of the variance of the error and the minimization of the weight of the tail of large deviations of the error: either one or the other can be optimized.
Case µ < 2
The situation is dramatically different when µ < 2, for which the variance is not mathematically defined. In this case, an empirical determination of the variance is very unstable and absolutely unreliable. The standard Gaussian weight K G is completely useless. In contrast, the Lévy weight K G gives a simple and clear-cut recipe that allows one to optimize large fluctuations in the weighting procedure.
Let us illustrate this result by the following numerical experiments using the Cauchy distribution for the errors
with typical width s. The Cauchy distribution (35) is one of the stable Lévy distribution and possesses a power law tail with exponent µ = 1 and a scale factor C = s. Let us assume that the first (resp. second) sample x f (resp. x o ) has an error ω f (resp. ω o ) distributed according to the Cauchy distribution (35) with typical width s f (resp s o ). Then, the resulting distribution of the errors onx is of the same form (35) with the same exponent µ = 1 while the scale factor is given by
As we have found above in (14) , the weight K o that minimizes Cx is
since the Cauchy distribution is on the borderline µ = 1. This can be verified straightforwardly as a result of the linear dependence of Cx on K o in (36) for which the optimization always selects one of the boundaries.
Consider the case where s f = 1 and s o = 2. The Lévy estimator imposes to choose K o = 0, i.e. to reject the information provided by the second sample x o . Let us now compare this recipe with the result obtained by applying the standard Gaussian weight K G on data generated by using the two Cauchy laws with s f = 1 and s o = 2. Specifically, we generated two sets of 1000 random numbers ω f and ω o , distributed according to the Cauchy law (35) with s f = 1 and s o = 2. From each of these 1000 hundred numbers, we can estimate numerically the variance and find (σ f ) 2 = 3.36 × 10 5 and (σ o ) 2 = 4.07 × 10 5 . The Gaussian estimator (24) then recommends the value
which is very different from K o = 0 given by (37). We should stress that the estimations of the variances (σ f ) 2 and (σ o ) 2 are highly unreliable because they can change by orders of magnitude from one sample to another. The reason is, as we have said, that the variance is mathematically infinite in this case, and therefore any estimation of it is bound to be dominated by the few largest random numbers that occur by chance in the series.
Two lessons are thus to be learned from these numerical simulations: i) estimating the variance for distributions with exponent µ < 2 leads to very unstable results; ii) the resulting recommendation of the standard Gaussian weight K G can be very wrong.
Multivariate estimator 3.1 Definition of the model
When the state variables are multi-dimensional, their errors may be correlated to each other. If the errors are distributed according to the power or Lévy laws, we need to transform the coordinate of errors to express them as linear sum of independent noises in order to use the calculus presented in Appendix A.
We consider a problem of estimating a multi-dimensional state vector x ∈ IR N using two samples x f ∈ IR N and x o ∈ IR N . Both forecast and observations are made for all state variables. As in the case for the univariate estimation, we assume that the estimatex of x can be expressed as a linear combination of x f and x o . Requiring the unbiased condition leads to one unknown weight matrix in the estimation
where I is an identity matrix and K o ∈ IR N ×N is the weight matrix for the observation sample x o . Our goal is to determine the optimal K o which gives the least uncertainty in x. We use the notation K for the weight matrix in connection to the standard Kalman(-Gaussian) gain matrix of sequential estimation [8] .
We assume that the sample error vectors are linear sums of N independent µ-variables
where the probability distribution of each ω f,o l is associated with the same exponent µ and usually different individual scale factors C f,o l . The transformation between independent ω f,o to correlated ǫ f,o is provided by the matrix G f,o ∈ IR N ×N . We shall use this decomposition scheme repeatedly in the sequel as it allows us to treat in a simple way the interplay between the power law distributions and the dependence between variables.
In the standard Gaussian estimation theory, one calculates the covariance matrix P ≡ ǫǫ T of the error ǫ =x − x and minimize the expectation of the distance betweenx and x in the mean-square sense, i.e., one minimizes the trace of the covariance matrixP. The covariance calculation is an essential step to guarantee that all error components are suitably accounted for. We thus propose our key idea to generalize the covariance matrix in the regime µ < 2 where it does not exist by using the concept of the tail-covariance defined as the matrix of scale factors of the distribution of all products ǫ
j . We prefer this approach to the so-called "co-variation" [14] as it is more intuitive and also presents nicer properties, in particular the tail-covariance matrix remains symmetric. The intuitive meaning of the co-variation is less transparent than for the tail-covariance, which explicitly measures the correlations between large events only, while the co-variation picks up contributions from the core of the distributions. Let us mention that the tail-covariance has been used in the context of portfolio theory [3] .
Consider the sample error vectors ǫ f,o . We thus study the product ǫ
j , whose probability distribution constitutes the natural generalization of the covariance as already pointed out. Using properties (3) and (4) of Appendix A, one finds the following result, expressed symbolically and without the superscripts for simplicity:
which means that the tail of the distribution of the product ǫ i ǫ j is dominated by the first term which has the smallest exponent µ/2 and thus heaviest tail, and will directly be sensitive to the product G il G jl for all the independent errors ω l . More precisely, an analysis of the cumulative distribution of the products ǫ i ǫ j will give a slope of − µ 2 in a log-log plot and a scale factor C l associated with ω l proportional to (G il 
Thus, the set of scale factors associated with the distributions of ǫ i ǫ j defines the tailcovariance matrix B ∈ IR
] ∈ IR N ×N is a diagonal scale-factor matrix associated with ω, where c f,o ∈ IR N is the vector form of the set of scale factors C f,o l . The operator {·} [β] means that each element of matrix or vector is raised to the power β, and the operator {·} T is the usual transpose. For µ = 2, the tail covariance is exactly the same as the error covariance
The transformation of the scale factors between the correlated error ǫ and independent error ω as in (41) can be performed in both directions, i.e., not only from right-to lefthand side to compute B when G and C are known, but also from left-to right-hand side to obtain C (and G) by diagonalization of B.
Solution
Our aim is to obtain the optimal weight K o in (38) for the best estimatex. In this goal, we form the set of products ǫ i ǫ j where ǫ =x − x and study their probability distribution. As in (40) and (41), we retain only the term decaying as a power law with an exponent µ/2 and get the following tail covariance matrix ofx − x for an arbitrary weight matrix K o :
] .
Here we assume that errors ǫ f and ǫ o are uncorrelated to each other. In the univariate case, the optimization process is unique and corresponds to minimizinĝ C with respect to K o as in (10) . In the multivariate case, however, the optimization may be defined in several ways. For example, as recalled above, the standard Gaussian estimation theory attempts to minimize the expectation distance betweenx and x in the mean-square sense, i.e., to minimize traceP given by (42). For µ < 2 where the covarianceP does not exist, we propose to minimize the "average" scale factor, i.e., traceB. Such an optimization implies that the uncertainty inx is globally the smallest (see Section 2.2 for the univariate case).
The minimization condition for the trace is given by the two conditions
The weight matrix K o is determined by the first condition. Then, this solution K o must satisfy the second condition. Using the definition of the tail covariance (43) and the calculus presented in Appendix A, we obtain
The first condition in (44) determining the optimal Lévy weight matrix for a fixed i leads to a set of N self-contained nonlinear equations for N unknowns with indices running
becauseB ii does not depend on K o qj for any q = i. Minimization of the average scale factor is therefore equivalent to minimization of each scale factorB ii with respect to those weights with a common index. The solution for such a set of nonlinear equations for an arbitrary µ may not be available analytically, but can be obtained numerically. Analytical solutions are available for some special cases as we shall see in Section 3.3.
The second condition for the optimal Lévy weight matrix (44) is obtained by straightforward differentiation as follows
The factor (µ − 1) shows that the second condition will not be satisfied for µ < 1, as confirmed for the univariate case (14) in Section 2.2.
Special cases
3.3.1 Case µ = 2
For µ = 2, the Lévy estimator is the same as the Gaussian one which minimize traceP = traceB as given by (42). In this case, the system becomes perfectly linear with µ 2 = µ−1 = 1 and leads to the following analytical solution for the optimal weight given in matrix form
which results in the optimal estimates of the state variable and corresponding covariance matrixx
Uncorrelated noise
When the errors ǫ f,o are uncorrelated, i.e., G f,o = I, the trace (45) and diagonal components (46) for the average scale factor can be simplified into
Therefore, the problem can be reduced to the univariate estimate for each element x i independently. The two conditions (44) are
while K o ij ≡ 0 for i = j. The solution K o ii to (53) for each i is given by (11) where
4 The Kalman-Lévy filter
Problem
We are now in a position to construct a sequential data assimilation methodology when the noises are distributed according to the power or Lévy law. The standard assimilation problem is formulated as follows. We consider a linear discrete stochastic dynamical system of state variables x ∈ IR N x where superscript {·} t denotes the true state and η t k−1 is the dynamical noise. The index k corresponds to the time sequence when the observations y o k ∈ IR L k are taken as
where ǫ o k is the observational noise and
The forecast is based on the analysis performed at the previous time step.
2. This forecast is then used to construct the new analysis x a k which is mixed with the assimilated observation. This leads to the probabilistic analysis x a k of x t k obtained as the weighted average of x f k and y o k under the unbias assumption at time k:
Accordingly, the errors associated with x f k and x a k are auto-regressive processes.
and the only unknown to be determined is the so-called "gain matrix" K k needed in order to complete the assimilation cycle. Our goal is therefore to determine the gain matrix K L k , where the superscript L refers to the Kalman-Lévy filter, which results in the least uncertainty in x a k in each assimilation cycle when the noises are distributed according to the power or Lévy law with the exponent µ. As in (39), we express the sample error vectors as linear sums of N independent µ-variables
Because (59) and (60) define linear autoregressive processes with Lévy-stable or power law probability distribution of the noises, the errors in forecast and analysis are also distributed according to the power or Lévy laws with the same exponent µ. Without loss of generality, they can thus be written as x
which defines the matrices G f,a k and the vectors ω f,a k of independent Lévy or power law processes. Consequently, all error and noise distributions in the assimilation cycles are characterized by the corresponding tail covariance matrices
Here, the c's are the scale factor vectors of the independent noise components ω. Given a B, the corresponding G and C can be obtained by diagonalization.
Solution
The optimal Kalman-Lévy (KL) filter K L k which minimizes the global average error is obtained by minimizing the trace of the tail-covariance matrix B a k of the resulting probabilistic analysis
We solve the first condition and then examine the second condition. This is achieved by taking the following two steps in each assimilation cycle.
Step 1. Dynamic forecast: Given a set of initial conditions described by the subscript {·} k−1 which are known, the forecast is performed deterministically to advance from k − 1 to k based on (57) and (59)
leading to the tail-covariance of the forecasts at time k:
Step 2. Probabilistic analysis: Given the forecast x f k with B f k from Step 1 along with the observations y o k with tail-covariance B ǫ k , the analysis provides the optimal estimate
with tail tail-covariance
By letting subscripts represent the matrix elements and dropping the time index k for simplicity, we solve for the optimal filter K L so that it satisfies the conditions (67). The diagonal elements of B a can be explicated as follows:
with
Because B a ii does not depend on K qj for q = i, the first condition for the optimal
For the optimal filter K L so obtained, we must examine the minimization condition
which will be satisfied for µ > 1 as discussed in Section 3.2.
The optimal estimate x a k and tail-covariance B a k obtained by substituting K L k into (70) and (71) become a set of initial conditions for the next assimilation cycle k + 1.
Similarly to the case of the multivariate estimator which is solution of (47) discussed in Section 3.2, the first condition for the optimal KL filter (74) for a fixed i leads to a set of N self-contained nonlinear equations for N unknowns for j = 1, . . . , N . Minimization of the average scale factor is therefore equivalent to the minimization of each tail-covariance element B a
ii for x a i − x t i with respect to the elements of K k with at least one of the indexes equal to i. Such a set of solutions of the nonlinear equations for an arbitrary µ may not be available analytically but can be obtained numerically. For µ = 2, the KL filter is reduced to the same formula as the conventional Kalman-Gaussian (KG) filter, i.e., the forecast error tail-covariance (69) is
The analysis error tail-covariance (71) is
where the optimal KG gain that satisfies (67) is given by
The analysis state variable x a k is also obtained by substituting (78) into (70). In this case, sequential data assimilation does not require any diagonalization of the tail covariance matrix.
Univariate Kalman-Lévy filter

Solution
To understand the fundamental properties of the KL filter, we study the univariate case with N = 1 and L = 1 in detail. In this case, the tail-covariances B f,a,t correspond to the scale factors C f,a,t directly and we have the following data assimilation cycle.
Step 1. Dynamic forecast:
with tail-covariance matrix
as derived from (59) using the calculation rules given in Appendix A.
Step 2. Probabilistic analysis:
leading to the following scale factor
Its minimization with respect to K k leads to
after substituting the optimal KL gain
with the modified relative error ratio
Notice that expression (84) is nothing but rewriting (33).
Properties of the solution
Because the KL filter is designed to minimize B a k , we gain insight into its performance by investigating B a k along with B f k in each assimilation cycle. While the state variable x f,a k has a stochastic dynamics through the observation y o , their scale factors B f,a k are completely deterministic. Using (84) and (80), the evolution of B f,a k can be expressed as uncoupled one-dimensional maps:
where λ H k in B a k can be given in terms of B a k−1 for (88) by substitution of (80) into (86). Two limiting cases can be analyzed. First, in the limit where the main origin of variability in the factor F multiplying B f k−1 in the r.h.s. of (87) comes from either M k,k−1 , B ǫ k or H k and not from B f k , this factor F can be considered to be approximately independent of B f k−1 . The expression (87) becomes a multiplicative noisy auto-regressive equation which has been much studied in the literature [10, 4, 16, 15] . The most important result is that B f k remains finite at all times if the expectation of the logarithm of the factor F multiplying B f k−1 in (87) is negative. This condition ensures that B f k does not grow exponentially. Usually, in this regime, if the factor F exhibits intermittent excursions to values larger than one, it can be shown that the scale factors B f k−1 themselves will be distributed according to a power law distribution. A similar result holds for B a k , whose upper limit is bounded by B f k . The second interesting case occurs when the system is stationary, i.e., M = M k,k−1 , H = H k , and B η,ǫ = B η,ǫ k for all k. By defining nondimensional tail-covariances (which are replaced by scale factors in this single variable case) normalized by the dynamical error's scale factor B η ,
the corresponding dynamical maps (87) and (88) are reduced into
For a given µ, the two parameters controlling the evolution of b f,a k are the dynamical coefficient M and the ratio of the characteristic error sizes of the dynamics over the observation defined by
The corresponding KL gain is
which can be expressed in terms of b a k−1 as well. The KL filter parameter (92) and gain (93) are the counterpart of (12) and (11), and the resulting KL analysis (91) takes the form similar to (13) of the Lévy estimator in Section 2.2.
For any values of b f,a k−1 , the scale factors b f,a k at the next time step are bounded:
indicating that the univariate sequential estimation system cannot diverge as long as the exponent µ is finite. The evolution of the scale factors is demonstrated in Figure 4a on the corresponding µ-curve (upper group), which is followed by the probabilistic analysis down to b a k on the corresponding µ-curve (lower group) to complete one data assimilation cycle,
A new analysis b a k is moved horizontally onto the diagonal line to become an initial scale factor value for the next cycle.
On each b a k curve for a fixed µ, the symbols (circle, square, diamond and triangle for µ = 1.2, 1.5, 2 and 3, respectively) at the intersection with the diagonal line, i.e.b a = b a k = b a k−1 , are the stable solutions of the KL filter. The maps (90) and (91) in fact have each a stable fixed-point solution,b f andb a , that attracts any initial condition for any exponent µ, given a set of parameters (λ b , M ). For µ = 2 retrieving the case of the KG filter, this stable fixed-point can be obtained analytically [6] .
The probability distributions of the stable fixed-points corresponding to the Student's distribution (27) are shown in Figure 4b -e based on the scale factorb f,a . We use (x f , y o ) = (0, 1) and H = 1, so that x a = K L . For small µ, the KL filter favors more strongly the better sample characterized by the smaller scale factors between the two (b f for x f and (λ b ) µ for y o ). This effect is stronger when µ decreases to 1, as discussed in section 2. The value of the fixed pointb a is larger for smaller µ, i.e., a system with a probability distribution with heavier tail has greater uncertainty, not only because of its slow decay measured by the exponent µ but also due to its overall amplitude quantified by the scale factor. Furthermore, the slope of the curve b a k as a function of b a k−1 shown in Figure 4 is closer to the horizontal for smaller µ, indicating that the convergence to the stable fixed-point is faster for the heavy-tail probability distribution. This is because the KL filter with smaller µ tends to favor either forecast or observation strongly, depending on their relative noise amplitude quantified by the scale factor of their noises, as discussed in Section 2.3.
Since the stationary KL assimilation system quickly approaches a unique steady state for a given set of parameters (λ b , M ) and exponent µ, the stable fixed-point defined bȳ b f andb a along with the corresponding optimal Kalman-Lévy gainK L suffice to provide a complete description of the stationary assimilation process. Figure 5 shows the stable solution obtained from (90), (91) and (93), which are plotted in the parameter space (λ b , M ) for µ = 1.2, 1.5 and 2. All tail covariances (scale factors) are plotted in terms of (b) 1 µ so as to preserve the characteristic scale as in (7) of the error, independently of the value of µ.
For convergent dynamics M < 1 with sufficiently large relative observational error λ b > 1, λ H ≫ 1 and henceK L ≈ 1 favors the forecast (Figure 5c , f and i) and hence results inb a ∼b f . For divergent dynamics with a larger value of M > 1, however, it yields a large value for the forecast's scale factorb f (Figure 5a, d and g ) with respect to relative observational error λ b . Here, the KL filter correctly derives that the errors are amplified by the unstable evolution of the system. Sinceb f is large and hence λ H ≈ 0,K L ≈ 1 favors the observation over the forecast and hence results inb a ∼ (λ b ) µ (Figure 5b , e and h). This effect derived by the KL filter is more significant for heavy-tail probability distributions with a smaller µ, and it is manifested in the much steeper gradient ofK L for µ = 1.2 ( Figure 5c ) in contrast to the widely spread contour maps observed for µ = 2 ( Figure 5i ).
Note that for M = 0, we retrieve the univariate filter studied in section 2. In particular, for λ b = 1, K L = 1/2, corresponding to equal weights of the assimilation on observation and forecast for any exponent µ. The curvature to the right taken by the contour maps of the Kalman gain K as a function of M can easily be rationalized: a larger M implies a larger forecast error, hence a smaller effective λ b . One thus needs a large observation over dynamical error ratio to get the same effective effect, hence the downward convexity of the contour maps.
Relative performance of the KL and KG filters
We now examine the case where the KG filter K G (corresponding to putting µ = 2 in the solutions) is applied to the system whose true noise distribution is the heavy-tail power law (µ < 2). This may happen in a practical implementation of Kalman filtering when we do not know the nature of the noises very well and a Gaussian assumption is made. This is also the only choice left to the operator in absence of our solution presented in this paper. This exercise is thus aimed at quantifying what we have gained concretely by recognizing the non-Gaussian nature of the noise and by providing the corresponding solution.
We formulate this scenario in a general form when an incorrect model exponentμ is used to assimilate the data from the system with true exponent µ. In case of the KG filter application, this meansμ = 2. The model for data assimilation that we obtain is equivalent to (79)-(86) by replacing
where{·} represents the model filtering. The exponent factor {·} μ µ arises so as to preserve the characteristic scale of the noises.
Use of the model gainK k = K L k due to an incorrect model exponentμ yields a nonoptimal filtering by definition, in a sense that the analysis scale factor B a k is not a minimum. In addition, such a model filtering estimates both forecast and analysis tail covariancesB f,a k incorrectly asB f,a k , because the real evolution of the tail covariances using the non-optimal model gainK k should follow the non-optimal KL filtering scheme which itself uses the true exponent µB
Accordingly, there are three filtering representations, i.e., (i) true and optimal KL filtering B f,a
(ii) true but non-optimal filteringB f,a k using (µ,K G ); (iii) model and incorrect filteringB f,a k using (μ,K G ).
By definition, the optimal filtering (i) is always superior to the non-optimal filtering (ii),
It is possible, however, that the incorrect model filtering (iii) returns a value for the scale factor which is numerically smaller (see table 1 ). Since the model exponentμ is different from the true exponent µ, the scale factors cannot be compared directly to infer the quality of the assimilation process.
When the system is time-independent, the normalized one-dimensional maps of the tail covariances using the non-optimal KL filter with model gainK arê
This non-optimal filtering also has a unique stable fixed-point
provided the condition for stability is satisfied
To see this effect of non-optimal filtering for the KG filter application, we apply the model gainK =K G with µ = 2 ( Figure 5i ) to a time independent system (90)-(93) subjected to the Lévy noise with true exponent µ = 1.2. The stable assimilation cycle for this optimal KL filtering have been presented in Figure 5a -c. The unique stable fixed-points of the non-optimal filter given by (102) and (103) are now larger than the corresponding optimal scale factorsb f,a of the KL fixed-point ( Figure  5a and c) .
To quantify the difference between the KL and KG solutions, we construct the differences of the normalized stable fixed-point found in the three assimilation representations (i)-(iii). In Figure 6c -f, we present the comparison for the following two cases:
1. difference between the non-optimal filtering (ii: as in Figure 6a and b) and optimal KL filtering (i: as in Figure 5a and b);
2. difference between non-optimal filtering (ii) and incorrect model filtering (iii).
All results are shown in terms of the characteristic error scales, b
µ , so that the comparison can be made independently of the exponents µ andμ in the filters.
The first comparison between (ii) and (i) corresponds to the difference between the optimal and non-optimal filtering. In Figure 6c and d, we observe a bimodal structure in the difference (b f,a )
µ , caused by the maximum-minimum structure in the gain K G −K L (Figure 6e ), whose origin is the following. For M < 1 for which M 2 < M µ for µ < 2,K G >K L . The non-optimal gainK G obtained from the model KG solution thus underestimates the uncertainty of the forecast. On the other hand, for M > 1 for which M 2 > M µ for µ < 2,K G <K L . The non-optimal gainK G now underestimates the reliability of the observation. Both ways, it increases the non-optimal solutionb a in comparison to the optimal solutionb a .
The second comparison between (ii) and (iii) relates to the actual mistake in the model solutionb f,a made by using the model gainK G to the system which reaches a different, non-optimal stable fixed-pointb f,a . As shown in 6f and g, (b f,a )
µ are positive and therefore the model filtering incorrectly underestimates the error. Figure 7 is the KG filtering application when the true exponent µ = 1.5 is not as heavy as the previous case µ = 1.2. Although the KL solution is better than the KG one as expected, the difference is smaller: the improvement is of the order of 5 − 10% at most. The fact that the improvement has a smaller amplitude is clear: a larger exponent implies a thinner tail and thus a behavior closer to the Gaussian case. Recall that at µ goes to 2, the Gaussian case and solution are recovered.
Numerical experiment
To check these results derived from the analysis of the deterministic behavior of the tail covariances (scale factors) b f,a k , we present a numerical experiment of the stochastic dynamics, observation construction and assimilation processes. We use the parameter set (λ b , M ) = (1, 0.9) with noises distributed according to a Lévy law with exponent µ = 1.2. The one-dimensional map and probability distribution of the stable fixed-point for this parameter set is shown in Figure 4a and b. To generate the Lévy noises, we follow the standard algorithm described initially in [17] and use the software available at [18] . The stochastic variables x t k and y o k are generated over 10000 time steps. Typical results of the KL filtering (µ, K k k ) are shown in Figure 8 . The true evolution x t k is shown over the 10000 time steps in Figure 8a . Note the occurrence of a few very large fluctuations that dwarf most of the remaining dynamics. To get a closer view, we enlarge figure 8a in the narrow time interval [1000, 1050] shown in figures 8b-c. Figure 8b gives the dynamical evolution of the true, forecasted, observation and analysis variables, when using the optimal KL filtering, while figure 8c corresponds to the use of the non-optimal filtering. Note that the two non-optimal filterings use the same gainK G and therefore result in the samex f,a . The optimal KL filtering x a k follows rather closely the observation y o k as can be seen from the high value ofK L (Figure 8a ), while the non-optimal filtering puts x a k midway between y o k and x f k . The tail covariances (scale factor) quickly approaches the stable fixedpoint after a few iteration as given in Table 1 , along with the stable fixed-points of the non-optimal filteringb f,a with (µ,K G k ) and model filteringb f,a with (μ,K G k ). Because the KL filter is designed for the global control of the uncertainty by minimizing Table 1 : Stable fixed-points of (i) optimal KL, (ii) non-optimal KG and (iii) incorrect KG, using the exponents (µ,μ) = (1.2, 2) and system parameter set (λ b , M ) = (1, 0.9).
the tail covariance, we propose to compare the tails of the distribution of errors (x a − x t ) resulting from the two methods (KL and KG) to assess their relative performance. Note that, since the covariance does not exist for µ < 2, it cannot be used to evaluated the performance of the heavy-tail KL filtering. Figure 9a shows the (complementary) cumulative distribution of (x a − x t ) and (x f − x t ), as well as that of (y o /H − x t ) for reference. For this parameter set (λ b , M ) = (1, 0.9), the two optimal KL and model KG gains at their stable fixed-points differ by 37.5% (Table  1) . This shows that the model KG filter underestimates the reliability of observation and overestimates the value of the forecast.
Although the difference in the cumulative distributions is rather subtle to determine from visual inspection of Figure 9a , the cumulative distribution of the error between the analysis and the true trajectory obtained from the optimal KL filter is consistently below that obtained by using the non-optimal filter, apart from expected fluctuations. In probability terms, the optimal KL error distribution exhibit the property of being "stochastically dominant" over the model KG error distribution. This shows that the optimal KL filter is indeed superior to the model KG filter in the presence of heavy tails.
In fact, our theory predict the difference of 37.5% (Table 1) based on the stable fixedpoint presented in Section 4.3.2. It is confirmed by the synthetic simulation of the Lévy random variables with µ = 1.2 as presented in Figure 9b based on the corresponding scale factors of the stable fixed-pointb f,a andb f,a ( Table 1) . The superficial visual effect in Figure  9a can be explained as follows. In the tails, Lévy laws with exponent µ are power law given by C/(x a − x t ) µ where C is the scale factor of the errors. If C is higher by 37.5% for the non-optimal filtering compared to the optimal KL filtering (Table 1) , this represents a significant error reduction. However, this will not be strikingly visible in the log-log representation of figure 9 , since ln 1.375 ≈ 0.32 leads to a translation of the two cumulative distributions by only 0.32, hence the small but still visible effect.
Another more compact way of quantifying the relative performance of the two solutions is to calculate a typical error amplitude, which generalizes the covariance. Since we have considered the situation where µ > 1, the average of the absolute value |x a − x t | of the errors corresponds to a moment of order 1, which is defined mathematically and is numerically well-behaved. Our direct numerical simulations show a decrease of the typical error amplitude ( |x a − x t | ) by approximately 20% when going from the non-optimal solution (≈ 3.3) to the optimal KL filtering (≈ 2.8).
We have presented the solution of the Kalman filter problem for dynamical and forecast noises distributed according to power laws and Lévy laws. The main theoretical concept that we have used is to optimize the Kalman filter to chisel the tail of the distribution of residual errors so as to minimize it globally. In order to implement this program, we have introduced the concept of a "tail covariance" that generalizes the usual notion of the covariance. The full solution, called the Kalman-Lévy filter, is obtained by the solution of a general non-linear equation. We have investigated in detail the quality of this solution in the univariate case and have shown by direct numerical experiments that the improvement is significant, all the more so, the heavier the tail, i.e. the smaller the power law exponent µ.
A Calculation tools for power law distributions
We provide here a set of simple derivations to manipulate sums and products of variables distributed according to a power law. Let us call µ-variable a variable with power law probability density function (pdf) with exponent µ :
Let us study the positive part of the distribution, that we write
The Laplace transformP
of (106) isP
Denote l the integer part of µ (l < µ < l + 1). Integrating by part l times, we get (for
This last integral is equal to
where Γ is the Gamma function (Γ(n + 1) = n!) and
is the incomplete Gamma function [1] . We see thatP (β) presents a regular Taylor expansion in powers of β up to the order l, followed by a term of the form β µ . We can thus writê
with r 1 = − w , r 2 = w 2 2 , ... and, reintroducing C, where r µ is proportional to the scale parameter C. For small β, we rewriteP (β) under the form
where the coefficient d k can be simply expressed in terms of the r k 's in way similar to the transformation from the moments to the cumulants. The expression (113) generalizes the canonical form (126) of the characteristic function of the stable Lévy laws, for arbitrary values of µ, and not solely for µ ≤ 2 for which Lévy laws are defined. The canonical form is recovered for µ ≤ 2 for which the coefficient d 2 is not defined (the variance does not exist) and the only analytical term is w β (for µ > 1). This expression (113) allows us to obtain interesting results on combinations of power law variables in an economical way :
1. if w i and w j are two independent µ-variables characterized by the scale factors C ± i and C ± j , then w i + w j is also a µ-variable with C ± given by C
2. If w is a µ-variable with scale factor C, then p × w (where p is a real number) is a µ-variable with scale factor p µ C.
3. If w is a µ-variable, then w q is a µ q -variable.
4. If w i and w j are two independent µ-variables, then the product x = w i w j is also a µ-variable up to logarithmic corrections.
Consider the sum of two µ-variables. The pdf of the sum is the convolution of the two pdf's and the Laplace transform of the sum is the product of the two Laplace transforms. Therefore, the term proportional to β µ is additive and the scale coefficient for the tail is the sum of the two scale coefficients C (property (1)).
Consider the variable w p ≡ p × w where p is some real number. Writing P (w p )dw p = P (w)dw (invariance of the probability, a pure number, with respect to a change of representation, i.e. variable), we get for large w p
yielding the property (2). The same argument applied to w q yields
corresponding to the property (3). Intuitively, the property (4) expresses the fact that x = w i w j is large when either one of the factor is large and the other one takes a typical (small) value in the central region of its pdf. This is the opposite to the "democratic" rule found to hold for distributions decaying faster than an exponential. The contributions where the two variables are simultaneously large are negligible in probability. The Laplace transform of the pdf of x = w i w j is
For large x, we find
which is the announced result (4).
B Stable Lévy laws
The stable laws have been studied and classified by Paul Lévy, who discovered that, in addition to the Gaussian law, there is a large number of other pdf's sharing the stability condition
for some constants a N and b N , where x ′ is the sum of N variables of the type x distributed according to the pdf P 1 (x). One of their most interesting properties is their asymptotic power law behavior. A symmetric Lévy law centered on zero is completely characterized by two parameters which can be extracted solely from its asymptotic dependence
C is a positive constant called the tail or scale parameter and the exponent µ is between 0 and 2 (0 < µ < 2). Clearly, µ > 0 for the pdf to be normalizable. As for the other condition µ < 2, a pdf with a power law tail with µ > 2 has a finite variance and thus converges (slowly) in probability to the Gaussian law. It is therefore not stable. Only its shrinking tail for µ > 2 remains of the power law form. In contrast, the whole Lévy pdf remains stable for µ < 2. All symmetric Lévy law with the same exponent µ can be obtained from the Lévy law L µ (x) with the same exponent µ, centered on zero and with unit scale parameter C = 1, under translation and rescaling transformations
m being the center parameter. Lévy laws can be asymmetric and the parameter quantifying this asymmetry is
where C ± are the scale parameters for the asymptotic behavior of the Lévy law for x → ±∞. When β = 0, one defines a unique scale parameter C = (C + + C − )/2, which together with β allows one to describe the behavior at x → ±∞. The completely antisymmetric case β = +1 (resp. −1) corresponds to the maximum asymmetry. For 0 < µ < 1 and β = ±1, the random variables take only positive (resp. negative) values.
For 1 < µ < 2 and β = +1, the Lévy law is a power law for x → +∞ but goes to zero for x → −∞ as P (x) ∼ exp(−|x| µ/µ−1 ) . This decay is faster than the Gaussian law. The symmetric situation is found for β = −1.
An important consequence of (119) is that the variance of a Lévy law is infinite as the pdf does not decay sufficiently rapidly at |x| → ∞. When µ ≤ 1, the Lévy law decays so slowly that even the mean and the average of the absolute value of the spread diverge. The median and the most probable value still exist and coincide, for symmetric pdf (β = 0), with the center m. The characteristic scales of the fluctuations are determined by the scale parameter C, i.e. they are of the order of C 1/µ .
There are no simple analytic expression of the symmetric Lévy stable laws L µ (x), except for a few special cases. The best known is µ = 1, called the Cauchy (or Lorentz) law,
The Lévy law for µ = 1/2 is [13]
This pdf L 1/2 (x) gives the distribution of first returns to origin of an unbiased random walk. Lévy laws are fully characterized by the expression of their characteristic functions :
where a µ is a constant proportional to the scale parameter C :
A similar expression holds for 0 < µ < 1, while µ = 1 and 2 requires a special form (see [7] for full details). For β = 0, we havê
For µ = 1, tan(µπ/2) is replaced by (2/π) ln |k|. Scaling factor C λ
Gaussian scheme
Power law scheme µ=3 Figure 3 : Dependence of the scale factors C L x and C Ĝ x of the total error obtained using respectively K o and K G weights, as a function of λ. k , the lines represent the corresponding maps and the symbols are the stable fixed-points; solid, dash, dash-dot, and dash-dot-dot lines, as well as circle, square, diamond, and triangle symbols correspond to µ = 1.2, 1.5, 2 and 3, respectively; b) error probability distribution for the stable fixed-point corresponding to µ = 1.2 and parameters (x f , y o ) = (0, 1) and H = 1, so that x a = K L ; c, d and e) same as b but corresponding to µ = 1.5, 2, and 3, respectively. error is larger than a value read on the abscissa) of the error between the analysis and the true trajectory for (λ b , M ) = (1, 0.9), obtained by using the optimal KL filter K G (x a − x t ; in thick solid line) and model KG filterK k (x a − x t ; in thick dashed line). We observe clearly that the distribution of x a − x t is below that ofx a − x t , i.e. the errors are globally reduced in distribution by application of the Kalman-Lévy method compared to the standard Kalman-Gaussian method. We also show the cumulative distributions of the difference between forecast and true trajectory for the optimal KL filter K G (x f − x t ; in solid line) and model KG filterK k (x f − x t ; in dashed line), as well as the cumulative distributions of the observations (y o /H − x t ; in dotted line, which is almost identical to x a − x t and thus hardly visible due to the thickness of the lines). b) (Complementary) cumulative distribution of the synthetic simulation of random Lévy variables based on the scale-factors of the stable fixed-pointsb f,a andb f,a (Table 1) predicted by the theory. The cumulative distributions of the same observations (y o /H − x t ; in dotted line) as in a) is also shown for reference. This alternative method for constructive the distributions of errors shows the full consistency of the approach.
